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First published in La Revue Théosophique, Paris, Vol. II, Nos. 8, 9, 10, October, November and Decem-

ber, 1889, pp. 49-57, 97-103, 145-149, respectively. Translation of the foregoing original French text re-

published in Blavatsky Collected Writings, (ALCHEMY IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY) XI pp. 529-30. 

Everything changes as an effect of cyclic evolution. The perfect circle becomes One, a 

triangle, a quaternary and a quinary. The creative principle issued from the ROOT-

LESS ROOT of absolute Existence, which has neither beginning nor end, or perpetuum 

mobile symbolized as swallowing its tail in order to reach its head, has become the 

Azoth of the Alchemists of the Middle Ages. The circle becomes a triangle, emanating 

the one from the other as Minerva from the head of Jupiter. The circle hypothecates 

the absolute; the right line represents a metaphysical synthesis and the left a physi-

cal one. When Mother Nature shall have made of her body the horizontal line joining 

these two, then will be the moment of the awakening of cosmic activity. Until then, 

Purusha, the Spirit, is separated from Prakriti — material nature still unevolved. Its 

legs exist only in a state of potentiality; it cannot move nor has it arms wherewith to 

work on the objective form of things sublunary. Lacking limbs, Purusha cannot begin 

to build until it has mounted onto the neck of Prakriti the blind,
1
 when the triangle 

will become the pentagon, the microcosmic star. Before reaching this stage they 

must both pass through the quaternary state and that of the cross which conceives. 

This is the cross of earthly magi, who make a great display of their faded symbol, 

namely, the cross divided into four parts, which may read “Taro,” “Tora,” “Ator,” and 

“Rota.” The Virgin-Substance, or Adamic Earth, the Holy Spirit of the old Alchemists 

of the Rosy Cross, has now become with the Kabbalists, those flunkeys of modern 

science, Na2Co3, Soda, and C2H6O or Alcohol. 

 

                                            
1
 Sānkhya philosophy of Kapila. 
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